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About This Content

A classic Orbx destination brought to life for Aerofly FS 2, virtual pilots are welcomed to Monterey Regional Airport, one of
California's most scenic airports.

Monterey is the perfect location for exploring the rugged coastal ranges of Big Sur, world-famous coastline of Carmel and
Pebble Beach, and for regional flights to San Francisco, Los Angeles and Palm Springs. Stretching the boundaries of what is

possible in Aerofly FS2, this scenery includes the entire City of Monterey in high definition. Featuring accurate airport
modelling, unique static aircraft and vehicles, dense hand-placed vegetation and many points of interest around the city, you will

find yourself at home in all types of aircraft at this multi-use airfield.

Incorporating unique animation technology, a large coverage area, 3D night lighting and many other features, Monterey truly is
the home for all your Californian flying. What more could you want!
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Title: Aerofly FS 2 - Orbx - Monterey Regional Airport
Genre: Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Orbx
Publisher:
IPACS
Release Date: 22 Dec, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64bit Versions of Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: Intel Quad core CPU 3.0 GHz

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 4.5 compatible 3D graphic card with at least 2 GB of RAM

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,German,French
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Good Concept and remember this is an early access game people. :). It's one of the best VR experiences atm! That gun feels
awesome and wonderful upgrades like the lucky charm and laser sight! It's a great game with nice graphics! I hope there will be
more content soon. It's a 10 / 10

Nice updates! Keep it up!. Updated review:
Overall opinion - I recommend this game. It is mostly fun.
This game has quite a few bugs in it, but none of them, from what I found, break saved games. A couple of them do require you
to quit the game and reload it, but saved-games are intact.
The bugs are not exploitable, but they are humourous. I kinda hope the dev's leave them in the game.
The ending of the game is a big letdown IMHO. It's like a cliff hanger at the end of a TV series season. Either the dev's intend
to add more gameplay with an update, or they're going to release either DLC or a Deiland 2 to complete the story.
The keyboard controls take some getting used to, but once you've got them under control (pun intended), the game is easy to
play.

Old review:
Liking this game quite a lot. Will probably update this review at a later date after I've "finished" the game, but so far, very
good.. I played this, or rather, the original game, Logical Journey of the Zoombinis, when I was very young, and I can remember
absolutely adoring every moment of it. I still have the CD! I tried to install it on Windows 7 and you can only get so far before
the graphics card just errors out and displays everything in inverted colours or worse.

This remake, while close to what a Zoombinis game ought to be, is not what I had hoped it would be.

While the graphics have been updated to a very high degree and the animations have been redrawn etc for all the characters, and
allowed for proper resolutions higher than 640 x 480, the charm of that delightful original game has sadly been lost, and that's
really what I wanted to see again. It's a shame because the graphical update is simply fantastic, and the inclusion of the
ridiculously enthusiastic announcer and other voice and musical content from the original game is spot-on. However, there's just
no charm to it any more.

The Zoombinis themselves move at the pace of a crippled snail - it's become a chore just to watch them move to the next place -
and there's no sound for their footsteps like in the original. Zoombinis with feet would have steps, the wheels would make
engine noises, springs... spring noises. When they ride the rollercoaster in the crystal caverns, they would yell out 'wahey' or
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'yippee' on a successful run, and it just felt so lively and excitable.

The issue with the charm of the graphical update is that the Zoombinis themselves suffer from the TV Tropes entry
"Conspicuously Light Patch". This is where, because of their drawn style, they stand out way too much from the beautifully
drawn backgrounds, as the obviously only animated figures, whereas in the original, they had lighter outlines and shades to
match the background, like they were meant to be there. Here they stand out so much it's almost painful to look at.

What's ACTUALLY painful to look at is when the Zoombinis walk over a patch of the background that's actually in the
foreground. In the original game, at the Crystal Caverns, it was possible to see the mine-cart Zoombini travel behind the
supporting struts of the track. In this release, the characters are always, without fail, on the topmost layer of the foreground. It's
particularly noticeable because of the way they stand out so much from the background, too.

The worst thing about the game is the hotspots. Good luck trying to enter your name on the very first screen of the game. I
couldn't until I restarted the game in windowed mode. Perhaps resolution plays into it too. I'm not sure. I just know that you will
have issues clicking on certain things.

At least Mudball Wall survived. ... well, partially. As I said, the Zoombinis' walking speed cripples the pace of the game when
you have to wait 20 seconds each for them to get into position. Maybe I'm being nitpicky. The puzzles are sound and, well -
puzzling! Especially on the harder difficulties. It's a decent game; I do recommend Zoombinis. But I personally wouldn't
recommend this specific remake. If you can find a copy of the original and install it without issues, do that instead.. The game is
so full of bugs that have been present for months and the devs have done nothing to fix. I really enjoy the game but after i hit
260ish hours playtime my save file was deleted. Besides that there's a bug that disables your abilities and perks and the only way
to possibly fix is to reset them using in game currency which would cost way too much considering it would take days to get the
money back just for it to possibly happen again. So for right now there's no way i would recommend the game to anyone. Its
like the early PUBG of the hunting game genre.
UPDATE: As of 5\/7\/19 game is totally unplayable for me. Crashes every 5 minutes or so. Reinstalled the game, still crashes.
Tried different reserves still crashes. The save file delete was didn't bother me too much because the game was starting to be a
little boring having nothing to really work for and my trophy lodge still had all my taxidermized animals. But the recent crashes
have made it unbearable. I dont even have time to shoot and claim an animal before it freezes and crashes to desktop.. Beyond
Distortions is extra content for anyone who appreciate the progress of Distortions game development.
It includes video documentary, concept art, fanart, completed in-game journal, and making of contents.
Very warm-hearted DLC for supporting indie studio. I have to assume that there will be a couple of more DLC for the US army
to include the land battles in New Guinea and the Phillipines. While this DLC has some land combat I did not enjoy all the naval
combat. The system for naval is not my favorite but over all I do enjoy the series and this DLC.. This was my 2nd choose your
own adventure game. The story is long so has a lot of replayability with so many options.. Sunday's prime-time and there's no
players on game servers at all!!
I spent almost 10 dollars on this game and you offers me to play with a bunch of bots?!
Return my money!

Guys, don't buy this game!. Fun steampunk themed FPS. Exotic design, with a simple level system and a gold system where you
can buy skills with gold from frags. Bot mode is also available. What I feel lacking is that It kind of needs some kind of single
player mode aspect to the game, as in a proper story mode in a way. Each one of the five characters are unique, and thier
weapons feel like you are playing with antique steampunk guns such as cannonballs, flamethrowers, and sharp plated claws. The
content still feels pretty lacking atm, but it may be a good game if you don't have the time or a good computer to play AAA
titles. 70/100.
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Nothing exceptional,but it's overall a decent platform game,you may want to get it on sale.. The second game of The Longest
Journey Trilogy. Funny enough, this game was the first one I played. I played the original TLJ after... and I gotta say... the first
one is better.

The voice acting in this wasn't as good as the first game. Some characters sounded so bad that you could probably find a stranger
off the street and have him or her do better.

The graphics are good for a 2006 game. There is some clipping though with the characters. One of the main characters boots fly
into his cape a he sprints, etc.

The game takes place 10 years after the original TLJ. So my favorite part about it is getting to see some of the locations of the
original TLJ turned into 3D. That part is awesome. Total fanboy-gasms all around. So if you're playing these in order, definitely
don't skip this game. It fills a lot of the gaps of what happened after TLJ and what April has been up to (along with Crow,
April's dragon sister, Benrime, Brian Westhouse, Charlie, Emma, etc.)

The story was alright. I liked 1's better. Although this can can be just as confusing as 1. This game's plot didn't have much to do
with the first game's plot at all. This game introduced a new enemy, and a lot of new lore\/elements.

I'd say pick it up if you're playing them in order. If you try skipping to Dreamfall: Chapters without playing this, I'd say you
would be confused.

I didn't really like Zoe. April is a much better protagonist. Aprils voice actor is awesome. As for Zoe's voice actor... she isn't too
good. Barely conveys emotion in her voice. Glad they replaced her in Chapters.

The game has some combat, but it is horribly done. Seriously it would have been better if the game just got rid of all of that.
That's not the type of game this is.

This game had way less puzzle elements than the first game did. This was more of a straight-shot journey. It had backtracking
similar to the first game, but the puzzles are replaced with doing tasks\/talking to people.

Overall, A solid 6.5\/10 for me. My favorite parts of it were re-visiting the TLJ locations, and seeing how the characters
evolved.. Piedra, papel o tijera version sangrienta jajajaja! Entretenido aunque le falta un poco mas de acción al juego. Sin
embargo excelente.. pay to win?. Just 4 move keys and 2 action keys for everything. Still really neat.
Nice gameplay, visuals and music!. TLDR
Any group of friends can have fun playing this if you don't mind setting your PC up on the living room TV. Since you
only need one copy of the game, the $10 price goes a long way.

Very fun co-op twin-stick shooter. I've played a few hours with friends, and 30 minutes of single-player on my own.
This best played with two or more players, as the cooperative (or not-so-cooperative) help of teammates will help you
get the best experience from the game. Accidentally falling off a cliff is funny, but it's hilarious if your teammate
facilitated the matter. Fortunately, the game is very forgiving of death since there are infinite lives for the players, and
you can be revived quickly.

PROS:

\t
Infinite lives (as long as everyone doesn't die at once)
\t
Teammates can revive you near instantly
\t
Gun cool-down system means infinite ammo and no reloading
\t
Various gun upgrades makes the progression feel good
\t
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Simple controls and flat learning curve makes the game approachable to new and seasoned gamers alike
CONS:

\t
All instructions are given using xbox controls. I played this with a PS4 controller and it was very
confusing at first. If automatically detecting the controller is too difficult, at least allow me to manually
switch the controller type in the options menu.
\t
No melee attack?
\t
The core weapons are balanced well (machine gun, sniper, shotgun), but most of the cool weapons (fire
and explosive) feel inferior and weak. Especially considering how expensive they are.
\t
I know this is a smaller complaint, but it's amazing how frustrating it can be at times. Rolling and
shooting doesn't quite flow together. If I press and hold the fire in the middle of a roll, I would expect my
player to fire a shot as soon as the roll completes. Instead, the fire button must be fully released, and
pressed again to continue firing. This is most noticeable when using the machine gun.
\t
This one is more subjective, but I personally didn't care for the limited number of missions before
getting a "game over." It makes me second guess every new purchase of missions and guns, and it feels
like one bad purchase or a couple failed missions can ruin the play-through, which then requires
grinding out the first few missions again. I would have preferred to see a slower linear progression
through each of the levels. Later levels could be more difficult, and the top-tier weapons could be buffed
to offset the difficulty.

The following did not necessarily detract from my personal gaming experience, but I feel it severely
limits the game's accessibility.
This game feels like it was built for console. Steam (and PC in general) is simply not the ideal platform
for couch co-op games that require controllers. Most people's desktop setups are designed to
accommodate one or two players at most. The game would be much more accessible to a wider audience
if released on the PS4 and xbox markets. Alternatively, implementing network connectivity would also be
nice, but I imagine that would be a more difficult task.

Overall, the game exceeded my expectations. I would love to see additional content, and would happily
purchase DLC's for more maps, weapons and features.. Need cool Wallpapers for desktop decoration,  this
program is exactly what you need . A very odd take on poker mechanics crossed with RPG battles. I just dont
care for the strategy here. Just another game where I get to an impossible point after a couple hours with no
clue what I could be doing wrong. Eh, I give. Uninstalled. I'd sooner suggest people try Puzzle Quest 2 for this
kind of asthetic.. Another good expansion. It's new elements arrn't as revolutionary for the game as
Skullport's - but the changes and additions do make the game more interesting, without being as complicated
or risk-taking as the other expansion.

What they added:
*Some of the new Quests have rewards upto 40VP, and some have more vairiable costs and rewards (making
things a little more flexible). Some of the quests have very costly but powerful rewards (e.g. putting ever
availible building immediatly into play under your name).
*A lot of buildings and Intigue cards now ask you to place workers onto action spaces ontop of other rewards.
The strategy behind this is interesting - do you use the workers to entice other players onto your buildings so
you get the rewards, or do you try and stack them onto buildings you want so you can get extra resources - and
hope no one jumps at the extra free workers?

Summery. It's a less dramatic but easier to learn expansion then Skullport. Either expansion would greatly
enhance the game, pick this one if you want a less dramatic or more easilly adapated experience.

8\/10. My best 7 minutes of clicking.
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